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Agenda for Today’s Webcast
This webcast will last for 60 minutes

2:00 p.m.

Introduction
Kyle Brasseur - Compliance Week

2:05 p.m.

Presentation
Neha Gupta – True Office Learning

2:50 p.m.

Q&A

3:00 p.m.

Closing

Sponsored by
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Introduction
The Series, Schedule and Instructions
Upcoming Webcasts
Visit our website for future webcast dates and topics www.complianceweek.com
Instructions
Use the “Ask a Question” function (left side of your screen)
All questions will be anonymous
To download today’s presentation, click on “Event Resources” dropdown
menu on the left-hand side of your screen

CPE
Please disable your pop-up blockers to access the automatic CPE exam presented
at the webcast conclusion

Sponsored by
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Introduction
Neha Gupta | Chief Executive Officer, True Office
Learning
Neha is responsible for True Office Learning’s product and technology
vision, strategy and growth. Prior to her role as CEO, Neha served as Senior
Director of Learning Solutions & Strategic Initiatives at NYSE Governance
Services, leading all product strategy and development initiatives for the
business. Neha has also led a number of business functions and strategic
change management efforts involving critical, multi-million dollar initiatives
across Fortune 500 companies across industries.
Our Purpose:
Driving sustainable growth by empowering employees and organizations to
make better decisions through adaptive learning and behavioral analytics

9.2+ Million

25 Million+

300+

USERS TRAINED ‘BY
DOING’

H O U RS S AV E D O N
TRAINING

CLIENTS
G L O B A L LY
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Audience Poll

How familiar are you with the new DOJ Guidance published in 2019 for training &
awareness in evaluation of compliance programs?


Very Aware– I have measured my program against it



Somewhat Aware – Have heard of it but haven’t really used it



Not Aware– I know it was issued but don’t know the specifics



N/A – Our company is not regulated enough for the guidance to matter
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The Latest DOJ Guidance
Is the corporation’s compliance program well
designed?“

“Is the program being applied earnestly and in good
faith?“ In other words, is the program being
implemented effectively?

“Does the corporation’s compliance program work“
in practice?
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Let’s Rate Your Program

Transformative

Best-In-class
Competitive
Marginal
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“

Risk Based Training

”

CRITICAL QUESTIONS:


Is training appropriately tailored for high risk areas, and controls around those areas?



Does it include case studies to address real-life scenarios and/or guidance to obtain ethics advice?



Do supervisors (or those with approval authority) receive different or supplemental training?

Marginal

Competitive

Best-InClass

Transformative
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Taking a Risk Based Approach
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“

Appropriate Form & Content

”

CRITICAL QUESTIONS:


Is training delivered in a form appropriate for the audience?



Is training delivered in a language appropriate for the audience?



Does the content address lessons learned?

Marginal

Competitive

Best-InClass

Transformative
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The Right Lesson Delivered The Right Way


Responsiveness



Translations



Immersion

Trolley Problem:
Willingness to Push
60%
50%
50%
40%
30%
20%
20%
10%
0%
Native Language

Foreign Language
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“

Effectiveness

”

CRITICAL QUESTIONS:


How has the company measured effectiveness of training?



Have employees been tested, and how does the company address those who fail a portion of
training?

Marginal

Competitive

Best-InClass

Transformative
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Adaptive Learning: Proven path to proficiency
Bringing Personalization, Agency and Active Learning to Life
CONTENT

Adaptive Content:
Sequence:When
Assessment:
Tools
Theawith
key
student
to
adaptive
understanding
gets something
sequences
adaptive
wrong,
have a lot
goingwith
assessment
tools
on behind
adaptive
is to the
remember
content
scenes.respond
that
These
these
tools
with
tools
are
feedback
change
continuously
that’s
the based
collecting
questions
on
that student's
and
a student
analyzing
specific
seesstudent
based
mistake.
on
data
The
histo
or
tools
automatically
herprovide
response
materials
change
to the
what
previous
to
review
a student
question.
the relevant
sees next;
skill.

PSEUDO-ADAPTIVE

ASSESSMENT

SEQUENCE

ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY

•

Regionalized Learning/Mobile vs. desktop

•

Standalone Adaptive Learning or Adaptive Ecosystem

•

Branching Scenarios

•

Minimizes learner fatigue

•

Opt-Out Quiz / Quiz banks

•

Shortens time required for training by 30-50%

•

Helpful, but doesn’t take performance into account

•

Helps individual learners improve in weaker areas

•

‘Fake personalization’

•

Drives greater skill building and behavioral change
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Behavioral Analytics not Usage
Data

Insight

Completion
Stats

Pass Rate

Quiz Scores

Activity
by Week

Activity
by Location

Time Spent

Mobile vs.
Tablet

Poll Results

Confidence
Survey
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“

Communications

”

CRITICAL QUESTIONS:


Has the company relayed information in a manner tailored to the audience’s size, sophistication,
or subject matter expertise?



What communications have there been generally if there has been discipline around violations of
policies, procedures, and controls?
Marginal

Competitive

Best-InClass

Transformative
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Operationalizing Compliance
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“

Availability of Guidance

”

CRITICAL QUESTIONS:


What resources are available to provide guidance relating to company policies?



How has the company assessed whether employees know when to seek advice or willingness to
speak up?

Marginal

Competitive

Best-InClass

Transformative
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Audience Poll

How does your current compliance training & communications program

measure against the standards and questions laid out in the DOJ Guidance?


Highly Aligned – I feel confident of meeting the standard



Somewhat Aligned – We will probably be ok



Poorly Aligned – I think there are key areas of deficiencies
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Using Big Data & A.I.
Making It Easier To Meet the DOJ Guidance

The True Power Of Big Data
TYPES OF DATA
VALUE

PRESCRIPTIVE

What do I need to do?

PREDICTIVE

What’s likely to happen?

DIAGNOSTIC

Why is it happening?

DESCRIPTIVE

What’s happening in my
business?

PRESCRIPTIVE

PREDICTIVE

DIAGNOSTIC

DESCRIPTIVE

COMPLEXITY
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Audience Poll

What kind of data do you feel you have today when it comes to your training &
communications program?


Descriptive – usage, completions, transactional data, user ratings



Diagnostic – quiz question analysis, confidence survey results



Predictive – behavioral insights from adaptive simulations



Prescriptive – risk propensity scoring algorithms
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The Shift Leading Programs Are Making
Using data intelligence to focus on proactive, rather than reactive compliance

Prevention

Detection

Detection

Prevention

Mitigation

Mitigation
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Measuring The Culture Of Compliance
Many transactional metrics can be analyzed to measure culture of compliance but are often difficult to gather:


Financial Transactions:
•

Risky Deals


•



# of applicants/ # of interviews

•

% minority applicants/# of total
applicants

•



Brand Sentiment – market
•

Twitter/NLP sentiment analysis

•

Retaliation Rate


•

Time to fill the role







% of expenses that are
fraudulent/ non-compliant

NPS Analysis

Organizational Justice:

•

•



# of disclosers per thousand
employees

# of questions asked per
thousand employees

•

total anonymous cases/total
cases

Substantiation Rate


Substantiated cases/total cases
to assess level of frivolous cases

Salary progression of
whistleblowers vs. peers

Investigation Resolution Time
Average closure times as
measure of organizational
justice

Fair Resolution


Anonymous Reporting


•

# of issues reported per
thousand employees

Retaliation cases/total cases

‘Silent’ retaliation rate

Employee Voice:

% of spend that is noncompliant

Brand Perception:





Brand Sentiment – customer
•



•

Expense Fraud


•

Fraud revenue/total sales
volume

Employee Recruitment:

Sales Integrity


•

High risk deals/total deals

Fraud


•





Actions by each organizational
level/total actions
Actions by each organizational
level and performance
rating/issues reported
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Behavioral Performance & Predictive Intelligence


Not every employee can face every situation in real-life, and not every violation is
transactional. That is why simulations (drills and role play) are such effective means to assess
likely behavior



Adaptive e-learning can be an untapped source of behavior intelligence for conducting
simulations and measuring behavioral performance in a statistically sound manner



It also helps eliminate response and guess-ability bias inherent in quiz questions
Risk Area

XYZ Company Behavioral Performance
Behavioral
Performance

75%

Controlled Items,
Licenses and Permits
80%

Sanctioned and
Restricted Parties
90%

Overall

Payments

Introduction

86%

87%

79%
Abuse of Market
Power
69%

Overall

Reporting Violations

94%

89%

80%
Anticompetitive
Agreements
83%
Performing Due
Diligence
89%

Export Controls
(207 learners)

Overall

Export Basics

86%

Anti-Corruption - 2017
(1,148 learners)
Competition and Antitrust
Global
(4,641 learners)
Economic Sanctions
(1,004 learners)

Overall

Roles and Reporting

Business Partners

91%

95%

Third Parties

Expenses

Recordkeeping

84%
Communication and
Documentation
89%
Introduction to
Economic Sanctions
96%

87%
Reporting and NonRetaliation
93%
Types of Sanctions
Programs
100%

92%
Competition and
Antitrust Laws
100%

Questions and
Concerns
94%

Predictive Compliance: Going Beyond Hindsight Data
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Regional Decision Making Results
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Identifying Hotspots
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Digging Deeper
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Going beyond thematics
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Getting into the why
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Sentiment vs. Performance
•

Understanding response bias – sentiment does not always translate into
performance

•

Comparative analysis helps understand the root-cause
% of employees who are unable to perform appropriately as
seen through behavioral analytics:
Scenario 1: Socializing with clients and prospects
Row Labels
Highly confident
Moderately confident
Not confident
Grand Total
Scenario 2: Buying public stock of a competitor
Row Labels
Highly confident
Moderately confident
Not confident
Grand Total
Scenario 3: Interacting with Vendors
Row Labels
Highly confident
Moderately confident
Not confident
Grand Total

Count of User ID
16%
12%
20%
15%

Count of User ID
18%
17%
28%
18%

Count of User ID

15%
15%
13%
15%

Build An Ecosystem for Behavior Change
Learn: Global L&D program, live training, intranet, new
hire onboarding

Practice: Adaptive learning & On the Job training
Analyze: Behavioral Insights analysis, segmentation,
benchmarking, operational data analysis

ASSESS

Reinforce: A.I. driven Micro-learning, video bursts,
manager toolkits, communication and awareness
strategy
Assess: Retention diagnostic to inform future learning
roadmap

M.A.P: Provide every key stakeholder a Measure of
their segment’s readiness and performance so they can
Adapt their efforts, use tools more effectively and
proactively Predict skill gaps.

LEARN

M.A.P.
REINFORCE

PRACTICE

ANALYZE
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Using A.I. in Compliance Learning
Checks Performance

Role & Performance
Based Adaptation

Scholar

Checks
Performance

AI Nudge
Personalized micro-learning
on each employee’s lowest
area of readiness

Cinematic Refresh
& Visual Innovation

Checks Performance

IQ Behavioral
Analytics
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What you need to get started
1

2
Analyze The Current State
•

Identify Priority, Quick Wins
and Big Rocks to move

3
Focus on the Table Stakes
•

Risk Based Learning &
Communications are the
easiest place to start with
concrete operational ROI

Start small, but keep expanding
•

Consider prioritizing other
‘wins’ that deliver bigger
business outcomes, while
elevating alignment to DOJ
guidance
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Thank You
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neha-gupta-49118b64/

Question & Answer Session
Speaker
• Neha Gupta – True Office Learning
Moderator

•

Kyle Brasseur - Compliance Week
You can submit questions using the “Ask a Question” button on the left side of your screen.

Thank you for joining us
CPE Credit Information
The CPE test will appear in a separate window at the conclusion of the webcast. If you have trouble accessing
the test, please email us at webcasts@complianceweek.com. CPE certificates will be emailed to you separately
following completion of the exam.
Be sure to disable your pop-up blockers to access the automatic CPE exam presented at the conclusion
of the webcast. Please note that a passing score of 80% or higher is needed to receive CPE credit.
View Upcoming Compliance Week Webcasts: https://www.complianceweek.com/resource-library/webcasts
Please send feedback to: webcasts@complianceweek.com
Sponsored by
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Become a Member of Compliance Week
You’ll receive access to:
• Surveys, benchmarking reports, tools, and
research examples;
• Special pricing to our events, including
conferences, seminars, and workshops;
• Hundreds of articles, blog posts, podcasts, and
videos via desktop, mobile, and print.

Learn more: https://www.complianceweek.com/membership
Sponsored by

“For us at Del Monte Fresh Produce, the subscription to Compliance Week is a key part of our efforts to continuously update our finance
and audit colleagues on the changes in the compliance environment. We use the weekly updates as well as participate in CPE
opportunities.” -Tony Saiz, Vice President, Corporate Internal Audit - Del Monte Fresh Produce
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